
K E Y  B E N E F I T S
To compliment our Uccello Kettle, our daily living aids range also 

includes the Grip Mat, the Muggi Cup Holder and the Liquid Level 

Indicator. Our products are designed to provide the perfect solution to 

handling boiling water safely. Ultimately, enabling our customers to feel 

safe, confident & independent in the kitchen.

S O U N D  &  V I B R AT I O N S

The Liquid Level Indicator is ideal for those who are visually impaired 

as well as wheelchair users. The Liquid Level Indicator emits a series of 

beeps & vibrations to indicate the levels of liquids, hot or cold.

A D J U S TA B L E  P R O N G S

The Liquid Level Indicators prongs are adjustable which suits all sizes 

of cups, jugs or glasses. The sound and vibration occurs once the 

liquid reaches the lowest prong and then intensifies as it reaches the 

highest, ensuring the correct amount is always poured.

C U P  P L A C E M E N T  G U I D E
With the Uccello Grip Mat, you can safely pour from the Uccello Kettle 

into your cup with precision & accuracy. The Grip Mat as the perfect 

cup guide. Place the mat in front of the kettle’s base with the cup in 

the centre of ring for a safe and easy pour every time.

F O R  E X T R A  G R I P
The Uccello Grip Mat is ideal for those living with arthritis or similar 

conditions where grip & strength is reduced. The Grip Mat gives you 

added grip when opening stubborn jar lids by increasing friction & 

minimalising the effort required to open them.  

E R G O N O M I C  D E S I G N  W I T H  M U G G I
The Muggi Cup Holder is designed to hold hot/cold drinks safely in 

place within its 4 moulded cup wells. It catches any potential drips & 

spills due to shakes, wobbles or tremors thus reducing the risk of burns 

& scalds. Each cup well is near 90 mm wide. This means you can fit a 

range of different size cups, glasses, phone, snacks & so much more. 

S A F E  &  S T U R D Y
The Muggi’s 4 non-slip rubber feet prevent it from moving on any 

surface, wet or dry. This makes it safe to use on tray walkers or on the 

lap of wheelchair users. Each cup well has its own handle slot for 

added safety too. This secures your cup from moving freely. 



What Our Customers Say
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To organise an in-person demonstration for you and your team, please email 

enquiries@uccellodesigns.com. Website: www.uccellodesigns.com

‘’Best thing since sliced bread. I use a Muggi Cup Holder instead of a tray to carry our drinks. 

No more spills, so easy to use.’’ - Hazel

‘’These are great, my Mam’s sight isn’t the best so this mat was great to help her position the mug 
in the exact spot for filling with the kettle. Exactly what she needed!’’ - Michael

‘’Bought the indicator for my Mum as she is blind & it gives her independence to make a hot drink for 
herself, whenever she wants, instead of waiting for a Carer or family member to do it for her.’’ - Pam

‘’I wouldn’t be without the Muggi. I have mobility difficulties but thanks to Muggi I can put items I need on 

my rollator, add a hot drink, bottle of water, any treats or biscuits, etc. even my mobile, and do just one 

trip. Gives me independence and confidence.’’ - Christine

‘’Brilliant, the Grip Mat does keep cups etc. from slipping. I actually bought it to open jars and bottles 

with which it also does brilliantly.’’ - Lynda

‘’Bought for my 88 year old Mum who is losing her sight & is unable to see the contents for her tea cup. 

She now pours the tea first until the indicator vibrates and then adds the milk until the second alert 

sounds, resulting in a fuller cup (not too full) for nice tea. I would definitley recommend.’’ - Alan


